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 by ginnerobot   

Three Quarter Chinese 

"Chinese Treat"

Three Quarter Chinese takes you on a gastronomic adventure through the

exotic flavors of China. Set in a chic, modern space, this restaurant boasts

the perfect ambiance for a laid-back, casual meal with friends and family.

Featuring a scrumptious selection of Chinese dishes, with a twist of Indian

flavor, the food served here is certain to have your taste-buds tingling with

delight. Take your pick from a host of soups, noodles and rice dishes, that

truly reflect the essence of Chinese cuisine.

 +91 80 3290 4888  Church Street, Amoeba Complex, Bengaluru

 by Calgary Reviews   

Szechwan Court 

"Chinaland!"

Peking and Mandarin cuisine comes alive at the Szechwan Court, a

specialty Chinese restaurant at The Oberoi. This 62 people seater holds

private dinner groups besides the regular patrons. There are two private

dining rooms for those who prefer to indulge in their own dinner buzz. The

chef from China serves up the most tantalizing Dim Sum that one could

ever imagine. Most of the ingredients are specially imported from the Far

East so as to retain the original flavors. The litmus test of this restaurant's

authenticity has been proved by the expat Chinese population of the city,

who are regulars here.

 +91 80 2558 5858  www.oberoihotels.com/ob

eroi_bangalore/dining.asp

 reservations@oberoigroup.

com

 39 Mahatma Gandhi Road,

The Oberoi, Bengaluru

 by neil conway   

Ginseng 

"Oriental & South East Asian Restaurant"

Recipient of awards for its scrumptious food, Ginseng is a popular

destination among Asian food lovers. It is located in the Royal Orchid

hotel in Bengaluru and boasts serving a wide array of cuisines like

Chinese, Japanese, Thai and Vietnamese. The atmosphere of the

restaurant is very calm and serene with a beautiful Buddha statue

welcoming you in. Like the traditional form of oriental decor, there are

golden undertones and the furniture is in dark wood & the paper

umbrellas have been used creatively as ceiling lights. Ginseng is a place to

discover for foodies and curious travelers.

 +91 80 4178 3000  www.royalorchidhotels.co

m/royal-orchid-hotel-Bang

alore/dining-entertainment-

ginseng.asp

 rooms@royalorchidhotels.c

om

 1 Golf Avenue, Adjoining

KGA Golf Course, HAL Airport

Road, Bengaluru
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 by Vincent_AF   

Sake 

"Pan-Asian Indulgence"

Occupying the sprawling rooftop of the ritzy Zuri Hotel in Whitefield, Sake

is a snazzy Asian eatery welcoming diners from far and wide. The Pan-

Asian joint features a well-laid out Teppanyaki bar and a sushi kiosk.

Menu features an array of Chinese, Thai and Japanese specialties

prepared by its skilled chefs. An attached cigar lounge offers the idyllic

environment for those who wish to light up pre or post meal at Sake.

 +91 80 6665 7272  www.thezurihotels.com/b

angalore/restaurants/sake.

php

 zuri.party@gmail.com  244 ITPL Main Road, The

Zuri Hotel, Bengaluru
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